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In the framework of joint cooperation between units of
university . the Deanship of Libraries Supplied library of
Center for distnce Education by several books in various
disciplines, the director of Center for distnce Education to
thanks and gratitude to Deanship of Libraries to the effort to
confirm its role in the dissemination of knowledge among the
students.

Treatment of Yemeni students
as Sudanese students
In accordance Decision mr. president of the Republic,
treatment of the Yemen students were unified treatment of
Sudanese students and provide them with the opportunity to
complete university education and higher studies, it has been
the acceptance of a number of brothers from Yemen in Center
for distnce Education with same Fees Sudanese student to study
the Higher Diploma and Master with cooperation the colleges
participating in the Center’s program.

Opening
Ceremony
of
University
of
Bahri’s
Publication Unit
Investment Directorate, in collaboration with Libraries’
Deanship, University of Bahri, has opened the publication unit
in Alkadro Complex with the presence of Prof. Ayoub Adam
Mohammed Khalil, the Vice-Chancellor, Prof. Salim Jibreel
Ahmed, Secretary of Academic Affairs, Dr. Mubarak Shareef,
Director of Investment Directorate, Dr. Abdullah Adam Suliman,
Dean of Libraries Deanship, and a number of faculties’ deans
and centres’ directors. It is worth mentioning that the
publications unit includes a thermal fingerprint machine for
binding books, a coloured and black and white photocopier, a
copying machine, a thermal binding machine for binding all
books and files.
Prof. Ayoub thanked the Libraries’ Directorate for the great
effort they made in establishing the unit. He also stressed
that the unit will play a great role in developing the
university and will contribute in increasing the university’s
revenues. Moreover, he explained that next February will
witness the inauguration of the university’s main library. He
then urged faculties’ deans and centres’ directorates to flow
the unit with ideas and opinions to benefit from it and rely
on it in terms of the university’s publications.
In the same context, Dr. Mubarak Shareef, Director of
Investment Directorate, said that the unit satisfies the
service needs of both the university and the students with low
fees. Furthermore, he confirmed that the Investment
Directorate will work on bringing much modern machinery at the
following stage so that the university reaches a productive
university level.

On the other hand, Dr. Abdullah Adam Suliman, Dean of
Libraries, welcomed the guests and thanked them for their
attendance of the opening ceremony of the publication unit. He
indicated that the unit had begun by the services’ side in
addition to restoring old books. He committed to the audience
that the publication house will meet all the university’s
publication and printing needs.

Participation
Center
for
Distance Education in the 5th
Conference of the African
Council
for
Distance
Education (ACDE)
On behalf of the African Council for Distance Education
(ACDE), the Vice Chancellor of the Open University of Sudan
announces Vice Chancellor of the University of Bahri to attend
the 5 th ACDE Conference and General Assembly, which will be
hosted by the Open University of Sudan that takes place
(venue) at the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific
Research from 7 th to 8 th March 2017. The conference theme is
“Open and Distance Learning (ODL) in Africa in the Digital
Era”.
Vice Chancellor of the University of Bahri; Professor. Ayoub
Adam Mohamed invites Professor. Abdelrahim Sidahmed Sayied,
Director of the Center to join the conference and collaborate
by submit presentation highlight the impact of CDE in the
community and developments and the capacity building in

technology enhanced learning. The Director of Center for
Distance Education submits poster presentation titled:
Flexible Education through High Quality Programs provided by
the Center for Distance Education, University of Bahri, Sudan.
This presentation describes the activities of CDE and
announces 39 Postgraduate programs for CDE candidates.
One day before the 5 th ACDE Conference activities; 33 rd PreConference Workshop, the Executive Board Meeting and Social
Activity were held in 06/ March/ 2017 at Open University of
Sudan to discuss the conference expected outcomes which meet
the demands of the rapidly changing digital era.

Add new Specialties
Add new courses to the disciplines that is replete with
distance education centre of the College of social and
economic studies:
p.g.d diploma Economy and banking studies
p.g.d diploma Applied Sociality
p.g.d diploma

Political science

p.g.d master Political science

The informative lecture on
Open Learning System
The informative lecture on “Open Learning System, Centre for
Distance Education- University of Bahri as an example”
organized by the centre for distance education at the
colleges’ campus in Al-Kadaro, has stressed the activation of
distance education centers in Sudanese states, revitalizing
former partnerships with some institutions and enlarging the
centre’s role by creating new partnerships with the
neighboring countries such as South Sudan, Chad, and Libya. It
has also called on targeting prisons and penitentiaries to
provide educational services for those who dropped out or
missed their educational opportunities.
The director of the centre Prof. Abd Al Raheem Sid Ahmed
presented an academic paper, indicating that distance
education has become the real development axis for human being
especially within the huge technological advancements
witnessed by the globe, and by which this type of education
basically relies on them. He further added that it is as
important as regular education where they both follow strict
guidelines and instructions controlling their curricula.
The University’s Principal Mr. Hassan Al Tayib Al Magboul
commended distance education system, numerating its historical
background, where it was initiated in the Middle East in
Palestine and Lebanon by radio and TV. Sets and targeting
affected people of wars and other natural factors. He also
added that in spite of its young establishment age, the centre
of distance education at University of Bahri has achieved a
financial benefit amounted one million dollars.

